SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 1. The spatial distribution ofneuronal responses to autogenous song (AS) was investigated in the HVc of urethan-anesthetized adult male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata).In seven birds, penetrations covered the entire mediolateral, rostrocaudal, or dorsoventral extents of HVc. In an eighth, control bird penetrations were made near to but outside of HVc. Reconstruction of recording sites from histological material indicated a good correspondence between sites that exhibited stronger responses to AS than to tone or noise bursts, and sites that were within HVc.
INTRODUCTION
The song system of oscine passerine birds is unusual for a vertebrate motor system because it is an anatomically discrete neural system that principally subserves a single discrete behavior, the production oflearned song. The analysis ofsensory properties ofsong system neurons therefore can give insight into the functional significance of sensory information encoded in a vertebrate system that generates a limited repertoire of discrete episodic behaviors. Song production and song development involves coordination with the respiratory, auditory, and perhaps somatosensory and visual systems, but the auditory properties of song system neurons have been the most extensively studied to date. Auditory responses are found throughout the song system (Doupe and Konishi 1991; Katz 1982:,Katz and Gurney l98l; Okuhata and Nottebohm 1992; Williams and Nottebohm 1985) , and neurons with both motor and auditory properties have been described (McCasland 1987; Yu and Margoliash 1992) . Commonly, song system auditory neurons respond with stronger excitation to the individual bird's own learned song ("autogenous" song; AS) than to any other conspecific song (Margoliash 1986; Margoliash and Konishi 1985 ) . Dynamical properties are implicated in this selectivity (Margoliash 1986; Margoliash et al. 1994) , especially in the case of song system neurons that are temporal combination sensitive ( Margoliash I 983; Margoliash and Fortune 1992\. Within the song system, the HVc projects both to nucleus robustus archistriatalis (RA; part of a descending, caudal pathway that gives rise to the innervation of the syrinx) (Nottebohm et al. 1976) and to area X (part of a rostral pathway that has been implicated in song learning) (Bottjer et al. 1984) . Ablation of HVc either with lidocaine or electrolytic lesion removes the song-selective properties of neurons in both pathways (Doupe and Konishi 1991; Vicario and Yohay 1993 ) . Thus, although the site or sites where AS selectivity first emerges are not known, HVc is an obligatory component for the flow of learned auditory information in the song system.
The topographical distribution of HVc auditory neurons could potentially give insight into the encoding of AS. Different neurons could respond selectively to different parts 0022-3077 /94 $3.00 Copyrieht @ 1994 The American Physiological Society of song; these could be organized randomly, in a distributed fashion, or clustered on the basis ofa unit ofsong such as the syllable. Because a single stimulus (AS) elicits the strongest response in most HVc neurons, it is also conceivable that neurons of a given class could share similar properties throughout the nucleus. Whereas different combinationsensitive neurons may respond to different parts of song (Margoliash 1983; Margoliash and Fortune 1992) , they are relatively difficult to isolate, and their topography has not been described. The single-unit properties of other classes of HVc neurons have yet to be reported. Preliminary results in white-crowned sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys) suggest that multiple units share similar responses over considerable distances within HVc (Margoliash 1986 ).
In the experiments reported here, we explored the spatial distribution of responses to AS in the HVc of zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata). We find that multiple-unit responses are quite similar throughout the nucleus, exhibiting synchronous activity in response to song rather than topographic organization based on syllables or other parameters of song. We also find that there is a strong temporal modulation of the responses to different syllables at different times in the song. This temporal modulation varies dramatically across individuals, which has implications for the circuit that gives rise to AS selectivity.
Some of these data have previously appeared in abstract form (Sutter and Margoliash l992a, b) .
METHODS E xp eri ment al proc e dur e s
In days before experiments, a large number of songs ( -100-1,000) were digitallv recorded from adult male zebra finches housed in isolation in sound-attenuated chambers (Industrial Acoustics Corp. AC-l ) with the use of a custom-built system (see Margoliash et al. l99l ). Songs were displayed as digital sonograms and oscillograms. Songs of a bird most often contained the same number of motifs (repeated sequences of syllables; see below for song terminology), although most zebra finches also produced some songs with varying numbers of motifs. A song that was loud, well formed, and contained the typical number of motifs was chosen as the exemplar AS stimulus. For one bird (Dk74) two variants of AS were chosen. After a bird's songs were recorded, it was anesthetized ( pentobarbital sodium/ chloral hydrate ) , and a stainless steel pin was implanted onto the lower shelf of the skull with acrylic cement. The bird was then returned to its home cage to recover.
Two to seven days after pin implantation, birds were prepared for experiments. A bird was initially anesthetized with 20Vo urethan (7.7 ml/kg) administered in three injections over 1-2 h. Body temperature was maintained with external heating. The head was fixed into stereotaxic coordinates by immobilizing the implanted pin, and the lower shelf of the skull overlying the left HVc was removed. [It has recently been shown thatzebra finches exhibit some right-side dominance for song production (Williams et al. 1992) . Whether HVc also exhibits hemispheric differences in auditory response properties awaits further study. The complexity ofthe responses we discovered precluded an analysis of laterality, as we had originally intended.l In a few cases, supplemental anesthesia was administered later in the experiment. We chose urethan because HVc recordings from urethanized animals have similar properties to those observed in chronically implanted, awake restrained animals (Margoliash 1986 ) and in nonrestrained animals (Yu and Margoliash 1992) . Song selectiv-M. L. SUTTER AND D. MARGOLIASH ity in nucleus RA (which receives from HVc) has been directly compared in urethanized and awake birds, with little anesthetic effect observed (Vicario and Yohay 1993) .
Physiological recordings were conducted in a 2-m doublewalled sound attenuation chamber (Industrial Acoustics) (see Margoliash and Fortune 1992) . Pt-lr electrodes were advanced in a dorsal approach into HVc with l-pm resolution with the use of a hydraulic microdrive (Narishige . Recording locations were identified by surface coordinates (10-pm resolution), and fiduciary points were marked by electrolytic lesions (5-15 pA/5 s). HVc was identified by its characteristic bursting pattern of spontaneous activity and its selectivity for AS (Margoliash 1983 (Margoliash , 1986 (Margoliash , 1987 . Auditory stimuli were presented under free-field conditions with a speaker in a corner of the chamber 2.2 m from the bird. At each recording site, 30 repetitions of AS were presented. Across animals, the durations of AS ranged from 1,927 to 5,574 ms, and the time between successive repetitions of AS ranged from 6 to 12 s. At many recording sites, 30 s of spontaneous activity was also recorded. In most experiments, after l0-15 h the characteristic spontaneous activity changed in quality, and response to AS became weaker. If these changes were global, as verified by recording from locations that had previously given "normal" responses, the experiment was terminated.
At the end of an experiment, the bird was deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital and killed by transcardial perfusion. Frozen sections were cut in the sagittal plane at 50 pm and stained with cresyl violet. A dorsal view of HVc was reconstructed by identifying the anterior and posterior borders of each section, aligning successive sections, and estimating medial-lateral position by counting sections. HVc's borders were distinct except on its medial aspects (Fortune and Margoliash 1994; Kirn et al. 1989; Nordeen et al. 1987 ) . We arbitrarily defined the medial border of HVc when it thinned to less than -100 pm. After reconstruction, the positions of fiduciary lesions were determined. Shrinkage was estimated independently in each dimension by measuring distances between fiduciary points. The positions of recording sites were then estimated on the basis of the stereotaxic positions relative to the fiduciary points.
Electrical signals recorded from HVc were amplified, band-pass filtered (typically 300 Hz to 10 kHz, 24 dBloctave), and sampled at 40 kHz with 15-bit resolution (Preston Electronics model GMAD2A). Standard spike waveform classification techniques (e.g., Salganicoffet al. 1988 ) were used to isolate single units from multiple-unit recordings. Although on-line spike classification was always used to provide immediate analysis (including rasters and histograms) during the experiments, all the data reported here result from subsequent spike classification conducted oFline. A group of spike waveforms was considered to be derived from a single unit if < 107o of the waveforms were identified as contamination (another cell or noise), on the basis ofvisual inspection of waveforms. Typically, we were able to isolate one single unit (range 0-2) and one or two partially isolated "residual" units ( range I -4 ) from each recording site. In this report the term multiple unit refers to the summed activity across all single units and residual units at a recording site.
Data analysis
The spike time-of-events were analyzed by searching for maximum firing rates within time windows corresponding to individual song syllables ( or corresponding to the entire song) . Each time window extended from the beginning ofa syllable (or song) to the beginning of the next syllable ( or end of song), allowing I 5 ms for neuronal delay to HVc (Margoliash 1983; Margoliash and Fortune 1992) . Ilnless otherwise explicitly specified in nnsurrs, the maximum firing rate was determined for each syllable with the use of 25-ms moving windows (l-ms resolution). For purposes of Frc. l. Example quantized peristimulus time histogram (QPSTH). Sonogram of Wh48's autogenous song(bottom panel) and oscillogram of autogenous song(3rd panel) are time aligned to a standard 25-ms binned PSTH (2nd panel) for a multiple-unit response. For the corresponding QPSTH (top panel\, the magnitude ofthe response is quantized, and the unit of time is syllables. Peak rates between 80 and 10070 of the maximum peak firing rate are quantized at the highest level (black boxes). Responses between 70 and 807o of the maximum peak response are represented with black and white striped boxes. Responses between20 andTOTo of the maximum peak response are represented by stippled boxes. Empty boxes indicate very weak excitatory or inhibitory responses(<2o%o). Dashed vertical lines time align individual syllables. Notice that the strong responses to syllable type 2 in the 2nd and 3rd motifare represented by the striped and black boxes, respectively, and that syllables during which the cluster responds weakly are represented by empty boxes (syllable types 3 and 4 and introductory notes). The PSTH has been shifted I 5 ms to the left to adjust for neural delay. Intro, introductory notes. normalization, the equivalent "maximum" spontaneous rate was calculated by searching for the peak rate duing25 ms ofspontaneous activity collected over the last 3 s ofeach ofthe 30 repetitions. We also measured average firing rate over the duration of individual syllables and the interval between syllables. For normalization, average spontaneous rate was calculated from spontaneous activity collected over 30 s.
For each unit, the peak response at each syllable was normalized to the maximum peak firing rate across AS and the spontaneous rate according to the following equation
where Norm, is the normalized firing rate, Syl, is the peak firing rate for a particular syllable of AS, Song is the maximum peak firing rate across all of the syllables of AS, and Spon. is the peak spontaneous rate. At each recording site, syllable(s) during which the maximum peak response occurred yielded Norm, : 1.0 ( 10070 of the maximum). Any syllable eliciting a response less than the spontaneous activity would yield a negative number; however, in these experiments virtually all recording sites exhibited excitation. Thus we defined a single or multiple unit as "responsive" to a syllable of AS on the basis of an arbitrary weak criterion of >8 spikes above spontaneous activity in 30 repetitions over any 25-ms bin (> I spike/3.75 repetitions). A recording site that was responsive to any syllable of AS was considered a responsive site.
QUANTIZED PERISTIMULUS TIME HISTOGRAMS (QPSTHs). A graphic display was developed to permit simultaneous visualization of prominent features ofthe responses of numerous recording sites in one compact representation. In such a "quantized PSTH" (QPSTH; e.g., Fig. 1 ), time is quantized so that each column represents one syllable. Firing rate is quantized into four levels: 80-1007o (black), 70-80E" (striped), 20-70Vo (stippled), and 2t0'7 <20Vo (white). Thus each element of a QPSTH shows the relative magnitude of the peak response of one recording site for one syllable of song. As a visual aid, in Fig. I dotted lines are drawn so that responses for the four different QPSTH magnitude levels can be compared directly with the standard PSTH. Note that syllables that elicit significantly different responses can map to the same broad midrange (Fig. I stippled, ; compare motif I /syllable 2 with motif 2/syllable I ). We purposefully designed a broad midrange into the QPSTH to help visualize relatively small differences in the strongest responses. With the quantization of firing rates we chose, the QPSTH emphasizes differences near the peak response and deemphasizes differences in the midrange of response. This design helps to illustrate features of the global response of HVc that were confirmed independently by other analyses (see nrsurrs).
The QPSTHs described in nnsuLTS were calculated with the use of a 25-ms window of integration. For each bird, we also calculated QPSTHs counting all spikes during each syllable and during each interval between syllables, normalizing for the duration of the time interval (i.e., using a measure of the average response). Although slight quantitative details of the results were affected, with the use ofthis alternative analysis, virtually none ofthe qualitative features of the results were changed. For example, the identity of the syllable of maximum synchronization (SMS; see REsulrs) did not change in any bird using an average measure of response.
Terminology of zebra finch song INTRODUCToRY NoTE. The introductory note is spectrally simple sounds that introduce motifs (see below), typically repeated two to six times at the beginning of song. Introductory notes are usually short, and the cadence ofthe notes may quicken approaching the main part of the song. The three vocal gestures marked by dots in Fig. I are introductory notes. SYLLABLE. A syllable is a temporally distinct vocal gesture in song, usually spectrally more complex than notes. Syllables (and introductory notes) are usually separated by silent periods of 10-200 ms. SYLLABLE TYPE. Syllables that are acoustically similar belong to the same syllable type. We adopt the convention of numbering syllable types sequentially as they appear in AS, ignoring the introductory notes. Syllable tlpes I-4 are marked in Fig. 1 . MoTIF. A motif is an identical or nearly identical sequence of syllables that may be repeated several times in a song. Motifs are numbered sequentially, with the introductory notes designated as Motif 0. For example, the song in Fig. I comprises two complete motifs (syllable types 1-4) and a final motif that ended with syllable type 3. Motifs may be separated by "connecting notes," which typically are spectrally similar to introductory notes. MOTIF # SYLLABLE-TYPE #. M2Stl refers to syllable type I in motif 2.
RESULTS
spATrAL EXTENT oF RECoRDTNGS. In seven animals, large extents of HVc were sampled. A dorsal view ofthe electrode penetration locations and the boundaries of HVc for four fully reconstructed cases is shown in Fig. 2 . In the best cases the entire extent of the medial-lateral (Fig. 2 
Depths per penetration
HVc were consistent with the boundary ofHvc determined subjectively during the experiments by three physiological criteria (see Margoliash 1983 Margoliash , 1987 : 1) the presence of a bursting spontaneous activity typical of HVc but not observed in the overlying parahippocampus or underlying caudal neostriatum;2)the presence of reliable auditory responses to AS; and 3) stronger responses to AS compared with tones and noise. Although the cytoarchitectonically defined extent of HVc was approximated reasonably well with the use of the physiological criteria, there was a tendency for responses near the border to not meet one or more of the physiological criteria (Fig. 2) . Whether this results from difficulty in determining exact electrode placement near the border or actual physiological differences in HVc cells near the border was not resolved. It is noteworthy that dendrites of HVc cells do not respect the nuclear boundary ( Katz and Gurney I 98 I ); cells near the border could therefore have different physiological properties than the rest of HVc (e.g., Margoliash 1983) . Only sites that responded to AS and were determined to be within HVc on the basis of cytoarchitectonic criteria are included in the subsequent analyses.
synchronous response to autogenous song
In each animal the neural activity during AS was similar over large extents of the nucleus. For example, in almost every recording site for Wh48, prominent excitation occurred between -1,700 and 1,900 ms (Fig. 3 ). This range of times corresponds to the second syllable type of the third motif ( M3St2 ) . Similarly, a distinct excitatory response often occurred between 1,100 and 1,300 ms (Fig. 3) , corresponding to the same syllable type of the second motif ( M2St2 ) . The similarities in the responses were not limited to excitation. At most recording sites during the three sylla- ; open circles represent recording locations that met some subjective physiological criteria; asterisks represent locations at which we were unable to record auditory responses to song, or to tone or noise bursts. Note that penetrations encountering only physiologically uncertain or nonresponsive sites tended to occur on HVc borders. For all birds, the mediallateral and rostral-caudal extent ofthe recordings (in pm) were as follows: Bl3I, 1,600/400; Dk74, 950/600; Ml2, 9501550; Pn59, 1,6001800; SbJ4, 900/600; 5b36, 600 1700; Wh48,600/600. bles between M2St2 and M3St2. there was decreased or suppressed neuronal activity (Fie. 3). Thus qualitative inspection of PSTHs revealed similar features throughout the HVc of Wh48, even forpenetrations separatedby >850 pm (Fig. 3) .
TEMPORAL SYNCHRONIZATION. The timing of the strongest response during AS was quite similar for many recording sites within the same animal. To quantifu this effect, we determined the time at which each recording site responded maximally with the use of a 25-ms moving analysis window ( I -ms increments ) across the entire response to AS ( Fig. a ) . Note that this analysis is independent of how we parsed the songs into syllables. Across animals, 34-75Vo of the maximum excitatory peak responses occurred over a small range of times; we call the middle of the range of times the time of maximum synchronization (TMS). The weakest effect was seen for Pn59, in which 13138 (34Vo) of recording sites exhibited maximum response between 990 and 1,130 ms.
The degree of temporal scatter around the TMS was quite variable between animals (Fig. a) . For each animal, temporal scatter was quantified by determining the shortest duration time window centered at the TMS that included the times of >33Vo of the maximum excitatory peak responses. For SbJ6 (6 ms), Sb34 (10 ms), Dk74 (29.5 ms, mean of 2 songs), and Ml2 (24 ms), there was very little scatter, whereas inbirds Bl31(67 ms), Pn59(138 ms), and Wh48 (46 ms) the temporal scatter around the TMS was greater. [FUOr Dk74, we commonly presented 2 slightly different versions of AS (see below). These versions are referred to throughout the paper as Dk74-I and Dk74-2-l In an eighth, control bird (Wh4s),where we recorded from the regions surrounding HVc, a TMS was not apparent from visual inspection of the distribution of the times of maximum peak responses (Fig. 4) PSTHs from all recording sites in Wh48. Each large rectangle represents I penetration. The locations of PSTHs within the rectangle correspond to depth as depicted in the legend in the top right corner rectangle. NR, no response. Penetrations are spaced I 50 pm apart, and penetration numbers are listed in the top right corner of each rectangle. The location of electrode penetrations in this figure is spatially consistent with the map of Fig. 2 . PSTH binwidth is 25 ms. Each tick on the time axes corresponds to 500 ms. The three bold horizontal lines underneath each PSTH demarcate the 2nd syllable ofeach ofthe 3 motifs (see Fig. I for song). Numbers on ordinates represent numbers ofspikes. The horizontal dashed line represents the level ofspontaneous activity for 25 ms, determined from an average ofthe activity over all l-s periods preceding each of the 30 stimulus presentations. ( Separate, long periods of spontaneous activity were not collected for this bird.) Note that a common feature in most of the PSTHs is a strong response at -1,700-1,900 ms, corresponding to the 2nd syllable of the 3rd motif. >337o criterion, the duration of the corresponding time
In two birds, however, the percentage of recordings window for Wh45 was 279 ms. The tight synchrony in the reaching peak response at the TMS was affected by the dura-TMS across many recording sites in HVc demonstrates a tion of the scanning window. For Pn59, for all time winglobal feature of response similarity throughout the HVc of dows used the TMS remained at 1,080 ms. Nevertheless, each bird.
short-duration (5 and 10 ms) time windows tended to elicit In general, the TMS was independent of the duration of maximal responses earlier in song than the TMS, whereas the time window used to determine synchrony. For six ani-longer duration windows of integration tended to elicit mals the TMS was invariant for all windows of integration maximal responses later in song than the TMS (Fig. 5 ). For between l0and l50ms.FivebirdsdisplayedveryliulevariBl31 there were two TMSs, one near 580 ms for 5-and ation in the times of maximal response as a function of the 10-ms time windows, and a second at -400 ms for 25-, 75-, durationofthewindowofintegration(e.g., Ml2andSb34, and 150-ms time windows. Furthermore, for 8131, many Frc. 4. Plots of times of the maximal peak response to autogenous song (AS) for every recording site in HVc for all7 experimental birds, and for recordings from areas surrounding HVc for control bird Wh45. (Dk74 was tested with 2 versions of AS: Dk74-I and Dk74-2.) The identification for each bird is on the left. Plots for each bird are separated by majorhorizontal lines. The maximum peak response for each penetration was calculated by moving a 25-ms window through the response to the entire song (incremented in l-ms steps) to find the time at which the most number of spikes fell in the window. For each penetration the time of the maximum peak response is represented by a circle whose center position represents the time of the center of the window. Within an animal the recording sites are organized by chronological order, with the lst penetration ofthe experiment on the top and the last penetration on the bottom. Data from Ml2 includes 2 presentations of the same AS at 10 of 12 recording sites. Note that, for each bird, many recording sites exhibit maximal response near the onset or ofset ofthe syllable ofmaximum synchronization (SMS), or other syllables, except for Wh45. Wh45 does not have an obvious SMS; for this bird the syllable tlpe that elicited the greatest synchronization across all motifs is indicated. sMS. The syllable of AS corresponding to the maximal peak response time was determined for each recording site. Different recording sites could respond best during different syllables. Within each bird, however, a large proportion (31-75Vo) of HVc recording sites exhibited the strongest peak responses during the same syllable of AS. We call this syllable the syllable of maximum synchronization (SMS; Table 1 ). In all cases, the SMS was the same syllable as the syllable corresponding to the TMS. In the three birds (Dk74, Pn59, and Wh48) where the TMS occurred at the onset of a syllable (see Fig. 4 ), slight inaccuracies in analysis (e.g., estimation of latency) or slight temporal jitter in neuronal response probably resulted in lower percentages of recording sites exhibiting maximal response at the SMS.
Even the recording sites that did not exhibit the strongest responses during the SMS usually responded well to the SMS. Forexample, for Pn59, only l4l38 (37Eo) of recording sites exhibited the maximal peak response during the SMS, but 30/38 (7980) of recording sites responded >707o of the maximal peak response during this syllable. In contrast, the syllable that elicited the second strongest overall response for Pn59 (M3St2) elicited >7OEo of the maximal peak response in only 16138 (42E") of recording sites. Across all birds the average response to the SMS was 0.68-0.88 of the maximal response, whereas the average response to all other notes and syllables was only -0.10-0.48 (Table  l) . In all cases the response to the SMS was significantly stronger than the average response to all other syllables of the same motif as the SMS, and was significantly stronger than the response to all other notes and syllables of song (Table I ).
Syllablesot same type as SMS Single HVc units that exhibit temporal combination sensitivity tend to respond phasically at syllable onsets or oF sets (Margoliash 1983; Margoliash and Fortune 1992) , hence it is noteworthy that the maximal response to the SMS also typically occurred near the onset ofthe SMS (Fig.  4 : Dk74, Pn59, and Wh48) or near the termination of the SMS ( Fig. 4 ; Ml2, Sb 3 4, and Sb 3 6) . In the one bird (Bl3 I ) where the maximum response to the SMS did not occur at a syllable boundary, the SMS comprised two distinct notes (see Fig. 6 ), and the maximum response typically occurred at the boundary of the notes. Those recording sites that exhibited maximum responses to syllables other than the SMS often also responded maximally at the onset or offset of those syllables ( Fig. 4 ; 8131, Dk74, Pn59, and Wh48). Within a bird, there could be both onset and offset responses to different syllables. For example, for birds Bl3l, Dk74, Pn59, and Wh48, non-SMS responses occurred over one or two narrow ranges of times (Fig. a) ; these correspond to syllable onsets or offsets.
CHARACTERISTICS oF sMs. Across birds, the SMS tended to occur toward the beginning ofthe song, but not at a consistent syllable position. Although the SMS was most commonly in the first motif (4 birds: 8131, Dk74, MI2, and Pn59\, in one bird the SMS occurred during the third (last) motif ( Wh48) , and in two birds the SMS occurred during introductory notes (Sb34 and Sb36). Within the first motif, the SMS was the first syllable in one case, the third syllable in another two cases, and the fourth syllable in one case. There was substantial variation across individuals in the time of the onset of the SMS (53-1,329 ms in the 6 birds where the SMS was an introductory note or in the lst motif) and in the duration of the SMS ( 13-248 ms).
Similarly, the SMS was not distinguished by any consis- rrc. 5. Plots of maximum peak response times for different windows of integration. Five different moving windows ( 5, 10,25,75, and 150 ms; denoted on the right ofeach plot) were scanned in l-ms increments through the response to each bird's song to find the time at which the most number of spikes fell in the window. For each time of maximum peak response ( representing data from I penetration ), a circle is placed with its center representing the time of the center of the integration window. For 2 of the 7 birds, changes in the duration of the integration window affected the distribution of maximum peak response times ( Bl31 arld Pn59), whereas it did not for the otherbirds (e.g., Ml2 and Sb34). Sonograms of each bird's song are shown below the peak response data for the bird. km$*+s tent acoustic features we could identify. For one bird the SMS was the longest syllable; however, in several birds the SMS was one of the shortest syllables ( Table 2 ). The SMS and the syllable preceding the SMS never were the loudest syllable nor the softest syllable as measured by root-meansquare amplitude (Table 2 ) or peak amplitude (not shown), but could be of almost any amplitude relative to the other syllables in AS. In different birds the SMS and the syllable preceding the SMS had a variety of spectral forms (Fig.6 ).
SYNCHRONIZATION TO OTHER SYLLABLES, ThETE WAS AISO CV-
idence of synchronization of responses to non-SMS syllables, although the effect was weaker. This can be visualized by inspecting QPSTHs (see vrnrHoos and Fig. 1 ) for each bird . For example, most of Bl3l's recording sites exhibited strong responses to the SMS (Mlstl) and somewhat weaker, less consistent responses to one or more of the three other syllables of the first motif (Fig. 7) . The three notes and two syllables that followed all elicited generally weak responses, but the final syllable of the second motif (M2St3) often elicited quite strong responses. In two birds(Pn59 and Sb36), syllable types not corresponding to the SMS often elicited strong responses in other motifs (e.g., syllable type 2 of Pn59;see Fig. 7 ), although few recording sites exhibited strong responses in all motifs. Thus, across recording sites within a bird, there was a general similarity in the response to AS, but individual recording sites could have different response profiles to the different syllables. Visual inspection of the QPSTH for each bird revealed similar patterns, with a tendency for some syllables to elicit relatively consistent, strong responses, whereas other syllables ( and notes ) elicited generally weak responses. For birds where the SMS response was very strong and dominated the QPSTH (e.9., 5836, Fig. 7 ), similar tendencies were also observed when each row of the QPSTH was normalized to the syllable that elicited the second strongest response (not shown).
In a few cases the same syllable type elicited relatively strong responses in all motifs. For example,in Dk74 strong responses to syllable type 2 occurred during most motifs, although the SMS was MlStl (Fig. 8) . In other birds(Ml2 and Wh48) the strongest response during non-SMS motifs usually occurred during the syllable type corresponding to the SMS ( Figs. 4 and 9 ) . These results indicate that in some birds certain syllable types consistently elicited stronger responses than other syllable types. TEMpoRAL MoDULATIoN oF RESpoNSE. In all cases the same syllable type as the SMS elicited much weaker responses in non-SMS motifs of the song. In four birds (8131, Dk74, Ml2, and Pn59) the SMS was in the first motif, and the same syllable type in following motifs elicited weaker responses (e.g., Fig. 7 ). For Wh4B, whose SMS was in the third motif, weaker responses to the same syllable type were elicited in the earlier motifs ( Fig. 7 ) . In all cases but one, the difference in response to the SMS and to the same syllable type in other motifs was significant (Table I ). In the exceptional case, for one of Dk74's two songs (Dk74-1), the response to the SMS was not significantly stronger than to the same syllable type in other motifs. For that song, however, the sample size was small, yet the magnitude of the effect was nevertheless substantial ( Table I ) . Syllables other than the SMS could also elicit strong responses in some motifs but not in others. Examples include syllable Epe2 of Pn59 and syllable type 3 of Bl31 (Fig. 7) .
To assess whether the motif-dependent effects were the result of slight acoustical differences in syllable types of different motifs, in three birds we presented temporal variations of AS. In these songs the temporal order of the syllables was modified while leaving the temporal order of the syllable types unaltered. For example, for Ml2 the two major motif types comprised syllable type sequences 4-5-6-7-8-l (for motifs l,2,and 5), and syllable type sequences 4-5-6-l-2-3 (for motifs 3 and 4). The SMS in this bird was MlSt4 (Fie.9A). When we presented modified songs where syllable types 4, 5, and 6 of the first motif were the starting syllables of all five motifs, there was no appreciable change in the overall pattern of response (Fie. 9C). The responses at the SMS to the modifled ( Fig. 9C ) and unmodified (Fig. 9 ,4) songs were not significantly different (P > 0.05, 2-tailed paired /-test), whereas the responses at the SMS of the modified song were much stronger than to the same syllable in all other motifs (P < 0.01, 2-tailed paired t-test). Replacing the syllables preceding the SMS with their latter-motif equivalent syllable types also had no effect on the strength of the response to the SMS. For example, for Ml2 replacing the three syllables preceding the SMS with equivalent syllables from the third motif had no qualitative effect on the strong response at the SMS ( compare Fig. 9, A  and ,B) . The response at the SMS to the modified (Fig. 9,8 ) and unmodified (Fig. 9,4 ) songs were not significantly different (P > 0.05, 2-tailed paired /-test), whereas the response at the SMS of the modified song was much stronger than to the same syllable type in other motifs (P < 0.01, 2-tailed paired l-test). Thus the motif dependency of the response did not result from slight differences in the acoustics of non-SMS syllables. In two other birds, substituting the SMS with the same syllable type from a later motif ( l3 additional recording sites) also did not affect the strong response at the TMS. In all cases, changing syllable positions without changing syllable types did not affect the overall temporal modulation of HVc responses, with strong responses at the TMS and weaker responses elsewhere.
Aggregate activity of HVc
The intraindividual similarity of response properties throughout HVc provides a logic for examining the aggregate activity of the nucleus. SMS, syllable of maximum synchronization.'Percentage of clusters for which the maximum peak response occurred during the SMS. b Average normalized response to SMS. " Average normalized response to non-SMS syllables from SMS motif. d Average normalized response to SMS syllable types in non-SMS motifs. " Average normalized response to all notes and syllables other than SMS. r P < 0.0 l. c P > 0.05, paired 2-tai1 l-tests where null hypothesis is that response to other syllables is the same as response to corresponding SMS. SMS, syllable of maximum synchronization; RMS, root-mean-square. * Duration (ms) of the shortest and longest syllables of song ofthe SMS, and of the syllabie precedine the SMS. t The rank of the duration of the SMS and syllable preceding the SMS; I corresponds to longest syllable; fractional values resuit from ties. { RMS amplitude ofthe softest syllable and ofthe SMS, normalized to the loudest syllable of song. $ Rank of RMS amplitude ofthe SMS and the syllable preceding the SMS. Rank of I corresponds to the loudest syllable.
we created a singfe PSTH for each bird by binning the raw multiple-unit spike count responses to the AS stimulus for every recording site then summing together all recording sites. Activity patterns that were well synchronized in response to AS across many recording sites were emphasized in these "group" PSTHs (Fig. l0) . In two cases (Pn59 and Wh48) ,we also calculated group PSTHs in which the strongest multiple-unit response at each recording site was normalized to I .0 before summing the responses ( not shown ) . Some of the very fine details of these normalized group PSTHs differed from the nonnormalized group PSTHs, but the overall pattern ofresponse did not change. For seven of the eight birds, the maximum in the group PSTH corresponded to a time within the SMS (Fig. 10) . The single apparent exception, 8131, is an artifact resulting from bin splitting (see Fig. l0legend ). The group PSTHs confirm that, in most birds, the strongest multiple-unit responses in HVc tend to occur at a specific time during the introductory notes or first motif of song, and that on average the synchronization at the maximal response is as good or better than the synchronization at other times during the stimulus.
MULTTPLE DYNAMTCAL PROCESSES. The aggregate dynamical response of HVc can be observed in the group PSTHs. For some birds, especially Pn59 and Wh48, an extended time course (memory) of several hundred milliseconds for relaxation from excitation after the end of song was apparent (Fig. l0) . In all birds except possibly Dk74, an inhibitory process also was apparent after stimulus offset (Fig.  10) . For each bird the duration of the inhibitory process was longer than the duration of relaxation from stimulus excitation (Fig. 10) . The inhibitory process after stimulus offset was not apparent in a control bird (Wh45), from which recordings were obtained outside of HVc (Fig. l0 ).
An analysis of the fine structure of the group PSTH revealed further details of the aggregate dynamic behavior of HVc multiple units. For example, for Pn59 most of the local peaks in the group PSTH correspond to syllable onsets ( Fig. 1 1,4) . After virtually every local peak in Pn59's group PSTH is a local valley ( Fi g. | 1 A) . Similar responses at syllable onsets and/or syllable offsets were seen in most of the other birds. In cases of complex syllables or syllable pairs with very short intersyllable intervals, the clarity ofthe association between syllable onsets/offsets and response peaks was degraded (e.g., Fig. I l.B) . In these cases the temporal relationship of peaks followed by valleys was also degraded. With the use of group PSTHs with lO-ms resolution, it was apparent that the peak response typically occurred slightly after the syllable onset or offset (not shown). Remarkably, in some cases the peak response could occur slightly before a syllable offset (e.g., Fig. I 1,8, arrow) . The best example of this phenomenon was the strong response just before the end ofthe last syllable of^B/3/ ( Figs. 4 and 10 ) . Phenomenologically, there appears to be two dynamical processes, one of short duration and the other of long duration. Both may be characterized by excitation followed by inhibition, but we have only demonstrated excitation (onset/offset responses) for the short-duration process and (poststimulus) inhibition for the long-duration process. TNTERTNDTVTDUAL DTFFERENCES. A striking feature Of the a|gerregatq HVc activity was the interindividual variation observed in the group PSTHs (Fig. l0) . In some birds the agglegate activity was relatively sustained and tonic throughout wng (Pn59, Wh48, and Bl31), in other birds the response was also relatively sustained throughout song but was more phasic (Dk74 and SD36), and in yet other birds the strength of response decreased markedly over the duration of the song (MI2 and Sb34). The magnitude and dynamics of the poststimulus response also varied dramatically across individuals. For example, recovery from inhibition after the end of song required 3-6* s for some birds (e.g., Fig. l0 ; Pn59 and Wh48), whereas in other birds recovery was complete in much less than I s (e.9., Fig. l0 ; Dk74, 5b34, and Sb36).
Aspects of the motif dependency of responses to AS were related to the duration of the poststimulus processes. In all four birds where the relaxation time of the poststimulus process was longer than the duration of the motifs (Pn59, Wh48, Ml2, and BI3l), the response to the syllable type corresponding to the SMS was substantially weaker in non-SMS motifs than during the SMS. In contrast, a different response pattern was observed for Dk74, which had a very Frc.7. QPSTHs for 4 birds. Each row of each panel corresponds to a QPSTH from I recording site. The lst (most superficial) recording site of each penetration is numbered to the left of the QPSTH. Oscillograms and spectrographs of AS are below the QPSTH, and lines connect each syllable of the oscillogram to the corresponding column of the QPSTH. Syllable types are indicated at the top ofeach column. A filled circle indicates a note. The shading ofeach box ( open, stippled, striped, or black ) corresponds to a gladation of responses from weakest to strongest ( see Fig. I ) . The white circle in each row indicates the syllable that elicited the strongest response; 2 white circles indicate ties between 2 syllables, etc.
weak and short-duration poststimulus process. For Dk74, first motif. The response to the syllable type corresponding the duration of the motifs (mean motif duration of both to the SMS in the second motif was almost as strong as the song types : 974 ms, n : 7 ) was longer than the time course response to the SMS at the first motif, whereas the response of tfie poststimulus process (Fig. l0) . Additionally, both of to the corresponding syllable type in the third motif was Dk74'asongs includid gaps of unusually long duration (see considerably weaker (Fig. 10, Dk74-1 ). For Dk74-2 the Frc.8. QPSTH, as described in Fig. 7 , of the responses to 2 diferent AS stimuli for Dk74 (top, Dk74-l; bottom, Dk74-2'). Sinograms of the songs are below the QPSTHs. Note the long gaps between the motifs. For each song, a line from the sonogram iridicates the sylla6le type corresponding to the SMS; a line with an arrowhead indicates the syllable preceding the long gap in the song.
in the third motif was almost as strong as the response to the SMS in the first motil whereas the response to the corresponding syllable tlpes in the second and fourth motifs was considerably weaker (Fig. 10, Dk74-2) . Thus the long gaps in Dk74's songs apparently provided sufficient time for relaxation of the relatively short-duration poststimulus process in Dk74. Indeed, the aggregate activity during the gaps in both of Dk74's songs achieved spontaneous levels. The only other bird that achieved spontaneous levels during the aggregate response to AS was Sb-34, which had a short-duration but strong inhibition after the response to AS ( Fig. l0 ) . Another bftd, Pn59, had a relatively long gap in its song (290 ms; see Fig. 6 ), but it also had a very long relaxation process (Fig. l0) and did not achieve spontaneous levels during the aggregate response to song.
In the remaining two birds to be considered (,Sb34 and Sb36), the TMS occurred during the first introductory note. For both of these birds, the relaxation time of the poststimulus process was quite short in duration ( -0.5-I .0 s). For Sb36 all subsequent introductory notes throughout song were of a different morphological type. For SDir' the second introductory note was spectrally similar to the first introductory note; however, the interval between the first two notes was much shorter than the duration of the relaxation process. For both birds, in the following motifs, syllables that elicited strong responses tended to do so in all motifs. Strong synchronized activity occurred during syllable types 2 and 4 of both motifs in Sb 3 6 (Fig. I 0 ) . For Sb34 distinct responses occurred just after the offset of syllable type2 in the second, third, and fourth motifs (Fig. l0) . The interval between successive type2 syllables was 1,07 I ms in Sb36 and725 msin 5b34. These intervals are comparable with the duration of the poststimulus relaxation processes for these birds.
In summary, individual variation in responses after the end of AS were qualitatively related to individual differences in responses during AS by the strength and duration of the relaxation process relative to the timing of motifs 6 11 111 1 2tt6 Time (sec) (and gaps) in song. On the basis of this analysis, however, we could not predict which syllable within the motif (or introductory notes) would elicit the strongest response.
Single-unit responses
RESpoNSrvENEss. The responsiveness of single units to AS varied considerably. From the 194 recording sites from the 7 birds, 250 single units were isolated of which 57Eo (143 / 250) were classified as responsive (see unrnoos). Another l27o (3U 250) of neurons were on the borderline between responsive and unresponsive and were not included in the subsequent analyses. Nonresponsive cells accounted for the remaining 30E" (761250) of the neurons. Even for the responsive neurons the median response for the 25 ms with the most spikes was only 0.67 spikes per presentation. Only l6.lvo (231143) of the responsive single neurons fired on average > 1 spike per presentation in a 25-ms bin. These results indicate that most HVc neurons do not respond to every individual presentation of AS in a tightly time-locked manner. The 42Vo estimate for borderline and nonresponsive units is difficult to interpret, however, because of sampling biases with conflicting effects. On the one hand, we biased our search toward recording sites that responded to auditory stimuli. On the other hand, acceptable spike isolation was easier to achieve for units with large spikes, and generally it has been our experience that the largest spikes M. L. SUTTER AND D. MARGOLIASH rtc. 9. QPSTHs, as described in Fig. 7 , in response to AS (A) and 2 variations of AS (,8 and C) for zebrafinch Ml2. The sonogram on the bottom is AS, but the 2 variants had nearly identical sonograms. The SMS is MlSt4. The 2 rows ofnumbers above each QPSTH uniquely specify the origin of each syllable from AS by indicating the motif and syllable type of AS. For example, the lst element of song B comes from motif 3, syllable type I of AS. The syllable type l' represents the 2nd occurrence ofsllable type I in the introductory sequence. Note that syllables that elicit strong responso when in the I st motif of AS (l ) do not elicit strong responses when those syllables occur in latter motifs (B and. C\. 4.0 in HVc are associated with little auditory responsiveness. It is noteworthy that the 143 responsive single units accounted for only 33Eo (2.46 x I 0 6 single-unit spikes/ 7.47 x 10 6 multiple-unit spikes ) of the total spikes in response to AS in the multiple-unit recordings.
For all 107 recording sites where we collected 30 s of spontaneous activity, we calculated the spontaneous rates of all single units. The average spontaneous rate of responsive units was 3.1 + 2.5 (SD) spikes/s. The 46Vo of units that contributed >2.5 spikes/s accounted for 617o of all single-unit spikes in response to AS. That is, the single-unit data (and presumably the multiple-unit data) were dominated by cells with relatively high spontaneous rates (cf. Margoliash and Fortune l992; Margoliash et al. 1994 ) (see orscussroN).
syNcHRoNy. As with the multiple units, isolated units tended to respond similarly across the entire extent of HVc within a bird. We determined the syllable that elicited the strongest response for each responsive single unit and for each responsive residual unit (see METHoDS for terminology). The distribution of syllables eliciting the maximum peak response was quite similar for single units, residual units, and multiple units (Fig. l2) . Single units confirmed the SMS for all but one bird (SbJ6), and residual units confirmed the SMS for all but two birds (MI2 and Bl31). GLOBAL FEATURES OF RESPONSE TO AUTOGENOUS SONG 2lt7 rrc. 10. Group PSTHs. Each group PSTH represents the sum ofall the spikes in response to AS across all recording locations (25-ms bins). Striped arrowheads point to the onset of syllable type 2 (5b34) , or to the onsets of syllable types 2 and, 4 (^Sb.t6). Control bird llh45 has no SMS (see REsuLTs). Spontaneous activity was calculated as the mean of the last I s of recording. (For Dk74-1, Dk74-2, Ml2, Ph59, and 5b34, spontaneous activity was collected beyond the time-axis limits that are graphed.) For each bird the response is strongest during the SMS. For Bl3I the strongly synchronized response at the end ofthe song (see Fig. 4 ) ap pears stronger than the les synchronized response at the SMS. This is an artifact that results from bin splitting of the SMS response. Bins centered around the strongest response at the SMS of Bl3l were greater than bins centered around the strongest response at the end ofthe song (not shown). For Sb.36 the strongest response occurs near the end of the SMS. End of song units, and for Ml2 the exceptional result for residual units may in part be a result of bin splitting (Fig. 12\ .For Bl31 it was interesting that the strong response at the end ofsong noted in several analyses (Figs. 4 , 5,7, and l0) resulted almost entirely from residual unib and not from single units ( Fig. 12 ) . These exceptions not withstanding, the data demonstrate that synchronization of response to autogenous song is a common feature shared by most auditory-responsive HVc neurons. In general, a single unit and its corresponding multiple unit (which included the single unit) responded similarly with regard to the maximal response. Although some single neurons responded quite weakly or were even inhibited during the maximal response of the multiple unit, only l6.8Vo (231137, excluding ties) of single units responded <70Vo of the maximum firing rate duringthe maximal multiple-unit responses. To quanti$ the correspondence between single and multiple units, the syllable during which each single unit responded maximally was determined, then the response of each corresponding multiple unit was determined (Fig. l3) . The mean normalized response of 0.91 for multiple units across all animals was near the maximum possible value of 1.0. The strong correspondence was observed for each animal (not shown). The mean normalized response for single units based on multiple units was also very strong (0.85) and was stronger than the mean normalized response of single units based on the SMS ( 0.73 ) . These data show similar maximum responses comparing single units and multiple units recorded at the same location. Most multiple-unit responses were quite complex, responding above the spontaneous rate during many syllables. For example, in Bl3I many recording sites responded strongly during MlStl and M2St3 (Fig. 7) , in Pn59 many recording sites responded strongly to MlSt3 and M3St2 (Fig. 7) , and in Dk74 many recording sites responded strongly to MlStl and to all occurrences of syllable type 2 ( Fig. 8 ) . We examined these cases to determine whether the singls uni1. contributing to the multiple units responded during all or just some of the syllables. In many cases we had recordings with two isolated single units at a given location. Most of the time, single units fired during all syllables, although a continuum of responsiveness to the syllables could be found. These results indicate that the subset of single units we isolated from the multiple-unit activity usually responded to all syllables that elicited multiple-unit responses.
DISCUSSION
We have described aspects of the temporal structure of single-unit and multiple-unit responses to AS in zebra finch HVc that are present throughout the entire nucleus. For each individual, many or most neurons responded with maximum excitation over the same narrow range of times; we call the midpoint of this narrow range oftimes the TMS. In all but one individual, the TMS occurred near the onset or offset of a syllable, which we call the SMS. In the remain- Time (sec) rrc. I l. Detail of aggregate response for Pn59 (l) and Wh48 (B). Circles and triangles mark the time and magnitude of the response bin that includes each syllable onset or offset, respectively. Squares mark transitions that are so short that the response bin includes both syllable onset and offset. Horizontal dashed lines denote spontaneous rate as calculated in Fig. 10 . Vertical dashed lines denote end ofsong. -B: arrow identifies an offset response that is immediately preceded by a peak in excitatory activity. Horizontal bars show the time intervals corresponding to syllable type 2 (l ) and syllable types 2 and 3 (B) in each motif. Note the similarity ofthe shape curve (A) in the proximity of these 2 syllables for each motif.
ing case, the TMS occurred at the boundary between two notes of a syllable. The syllable type corresponding to the SMS elicited much weaker responses in other occurrences in the AS. Control experiments in which the order of the syllables was manipulated, and control experiments with different autogenous song exemplars demonstrate that the motif dependency of the response to the SMS is not the result of minor differences in the acoustics ofthe same syllable type in different motifs. The aggregate activity of HVc exhibited excitatory peaks near most syllable onsets and many syllable offsets, not just the SMS.
We have also demonstrated that dynamical features of the response to AS that are consistent within individuals vary dramatically across individuals. Individual differences were apparent in the position ofthe TMS and the characteristics of the SMS. Most commonly (n:4), the SMS occurred in the first motif, but in two cases it was the introductory note ofsong, and in one case it occurred in the third motif. Individual differences were also apparent in the strength and duration ofthe relaxation process after stimulus offset. In some individuals, excitation beyond the end of song lasted <100 ms, and the aggregate activity of the nucleus returned to baseline after several hundred milliseconds of inhibition. In other individuals the relaxation process lasted many seconds (up to at least 5-6 s in I individual) and had a pronounced long inhibitory component. Long time course inhibition of HVc multiple units after the offset of AS has also been noted for white-crowned sparrows (Margoliash 1986 ).
The degree of motif dependency of the response to AS was related to the duration of the motifs (plus gaps) relative to the duration of the long time course relaxation process. These temporal features of song and response to song varied across individuals. Birds with motifs whose durations were comparable with or shorter than the time course of relaxation exhibited strong variation in response across motifs. In one bird (Dk74) whose AS included gaps with durations longer than the duration ofthe (weak) relaxation process, neurons exhibited strong responses to the SMS and to the same syllable type in motifs immediately after the gap. Responses to the same syllable type in motifs not separated by long gaps were weaker. The one bird(Wh49) where the SMS occurred in the last motif of song was the only case with a long excitatory offset response coupled with short duration motifs. In contrast, the dynamics ofthe short time course process (excitatory peak immediately followed by a valley) was approximately the same in all birds.
No single explanation like habituation, buildup, or surface acoustic features of the SMS or the syllable preceding the SMS (e.g., amplitude or duration) can explain the position of the TMS and other dynamical features of the response to AS. For example, habituation can be invoked to explain the occurrence of the TMS toward the beginning of song, but cannot explain why in some individuals the TMS occurred for introductory notes, in other individuals for various syllables of the first motil and in one individual for the second syllable of the last ( 3rd) motif. Habituation cannot explain strong responses in the second and subsequent motifs to syllable types that elicited weak responses in the first motif, which included the SMS. Sometimes these syllables preceded the SMS yet only elicited excitation in latter motifs (e.g., Pn59), and in other cases excitatory non-SMS syllables followed the SMS (e.9., Bl31). Furthermore, the habituation would have to be song system specific; a TMS phenomenon was not observed in the control bird with recording sites near but not within HVc.
Distributed representation of song
The most likely form of topographical representation of AS in zebra finch HVc is a globally distributed representation (Margoliash et al. 1994) . At best, we have seen weak evidence in HVc for topography of responses to syllables or other morphological elements of song (Sutter and Margoliash 1992a) . Similarity of multiple-unit dynamics in response to AS and to conspecific songs over large extents of HVc, and lack of topography within HVc has also previously been reported in white-crowned sparrows (Fig. 9 of Margoliash 1986 ). Both these species have single-song repertoires. In this regard it should be interesting to examine the topography of HVc auditory neurons in songbirds that sing multiple song types. Preliminary evidence for HVc selectivity for autogenous song has been reported for both mockingbirds and canaries (McCasland and Konishi 1981) , which have more complex syllable repertoires and more variable temporal dynamics of song. The range of spectral and temporal characteristics of the songs of these species brings to question whether single sites can respond to all autogenous syllables (or songs), yet maintain selectiv- ity over conspecific syllables (or songs) . Ifnot, responses to by considerable within-individual variation recorded at difdifferent songs or syliables may show spatial segregation in ferent HVc locations, including differences in PSTHs (e.g., species with more iomplex singing behavior. Fig. 3 ) and features of the aggregate response that are not Although features of response to song are common present at all recording sites. The differences between rethroughoit HVc, the fine temporal structure of response cording sites may result from local (spatial) variation in the *ay iary at diffeient sites in th-e nucleus. This is suggested neuronal network, from variation in the network dynamics over the course of the experiment, as well as from variation in the sampling of the local network.
The (motor) representation of song in HVc during singing may also be distributed and redundant. Partial lesions of HVc in white-throated sparrows (Zonotrichia albicollis) result in frequency shifts of all notes of song, with the magnitude of frequency shift related to the size, but not location, of the lesions (Hardin and Margoliash 1992). The apparent distributed representation of song as a motor act is consistent with the present data demonstrating global responses to AS. Furthermore, the lesion study suggests that the magnitude of HVc's total output may have functional significance during singing.
A population code can serve to reduce noise from singleunit responses. HVc auditory neurons have relatively low firing rates even when maximally excited. On average, "responsive" single neurons fired only 0.67 spikes per repetition during the 25-ms bin with the maximum response to AS. Thus the high degree of selectivity and concomitant long integration times of HVc neurons (Margoliash 1983; Margoliash and Fortune 1992 ) is associated with a probabilistic pattern of firing for the singls uaits we isolated. This stands in contrast to the responses of field L cells, for example, whose integration times are shorter than those of HVc (Schiifer et al. 1992) , and whose responses to excitatory stimuli tend to be more reliable. HVc has been hypothesized to act as an "autogenous reference," which acts during song perception to detect features of conspecific songs (Margoliash 1986 ). The relatively weak responses elicited by conspecific songs at each site in HVc may be mitigated by the strong correlation ofactivity across the nucleus.
HVc auditory neurons vary across a range of physiological properties; some require a temporal sequence of complex sounds, whereas others respond well to tone or noise bursts; some have phasic responses to song, whereas others respond throughout song, and the spontaneous rate and "bursting" properties of HVc neurons vary substantially (Margoliash et al. 1994 ). All these cell types appear to be broadly distributed throughout the nucleus. If so, then the degree of similarity of HVc responses we have observed might have been somewhat overestimated by the preponderance of a specific cell type in the sample data. The relatively large contribution of high spontaneous rate cells to the single-unit data set indicates that such an explanation is plausible. Nevertheless, residual (background) units as well as single units extracted from the multiple-unit recordings exhibited temporal synchrony, indicating that this response feature is a common property of HVc. A previous singleunit study ofthe zebra finch HVc emphasized low spontaneous rate cells that are temporal combination sensitive (TCS) and exhibit multiple phasic response peaks; these cells are hard to isolate and may be relatively uncommon, however (Margoliash and Fortune 1992) . Presumably, one ofthe phasic response peaks ofzebra finch TCS cells corresponds to the TMS.
Functional implications for song system circuitry An explanation of HVc's auditory responses must unite selectivity for AS, spontaneous and response dynamics, and global synchronous activity. The parametric features of the final adult AS, which are the basis for individual song selectivity of HVc neurons, are molded by the song learning process. Thus an analysis of the circuitry resulting in the dynamical properties of HVc can identifu circuit elements that are modified during song learning.
The auditory response properties of HVc neurons may result from extensive convergence and divergence ofinformation passing through HVc (Margoliash et al. 1994) . HVc receives direct input from Golgi cell types I and 2 of subdivision Ll and L3 of the field L complex Margoliash 1992, 1994 ; see also Kelley and Nottebohm 1979) , which isthe primarythalamorecipient auditory forebrain structure in birds (Karten 1968) . The subdivisions of the field L complex exhibit varying degrees of tonotopy depending somewhat on species (Bonke et al. 1979; Heil and Scheich l99l; Lim 1993; Miiller and Leppelsack 1985; Mtller and Scheich 1985; Riibsamen and Ddrrscheidt 1986) , but field L neurons that are labeled by small injections of biotinylated dextrans into HVc are broadly distributed throughout the frequency lamellae of Ll and L3 (Fortune and Margoliash 1994) . Previous studies in whitecrowned sparrows (Margoliash 1987 ) and zebra finches (Margoliash et al. 1994 ) have failed to detect tonotopy in HVc. HVc may also receive indirect auditory input via dendrites that extend ventrally into the "shelf " (Katz and Gurney l98l), which also receives from field L (Kelley and Nottebohm 1979). Other nuclei afferent to HVc, including NIf, IMAN, and Uva (Nottebohm et al. 1982) , are labeled extensively even by small injections of HVc. Some NIf neurons have dendrites that extend into Ll, where they may receive auditory input (Fortune and Margoliash 1994) , and Uva has been reported to have multimodal, including (Okuhata and Nottebohm 1992; Wild 1993) . Many HVc neurons have axons with extensive intrinsic ramifications (Fortune and Margoliash 1994; Katz and Gurney 193 I ) . Additionally, whereas there is evidence for topographic (myotopic) projection of the hypoglossal nucleus onto the syrinx (Vicario and Nottebohm 1988), and some evidence for a topographic projection of RA onto the hypoglossal nucleus (Vicario 1990), HVc does not appear to project topographically onto RA. Individual HVc axons terminating in RA or area X ramifu extensively throughout their target structures (Fortune and Margoliash 1994) . Thus there appears to be considerable convergence of HVc's auditory inputs and considerable divergence of both HVc's intrinsic and extrinsic outputs.
The axons of many HVc neurons display extensive intrinsic arborizations (Katz and Gurney 1981; Fortune and Margoliash 1994) . Because even small amounts of interconnectivity may result in synchronized activity (Barkai et al. 1990 ), the network of instrinsic arbors within the HVc of each animal presumably can support the synchronization of activrty we observed, although we cannot preclude the possibility that afferent input to HVc is already synchronized. Strongly correlated spontaneous activity between distant sites within HVc have been observed with the use of simultaneous two-electrode recordings in white-crowned sparrows (Margoliash, unpublished results) and in zebra finches ( Margoliash et al. I 994 ) . Thus the global features of HVc's response may reflect stimulus-independent properties as well as stimulus-dependent inputs.
In general, we have observed that HVc multiple-unit recordings are less variable than HVc single-unit recordings (compare Margoliash 1986 with Margoliash 1983 ; and compare this study with Margoliash and Fortune 1992) . This could result if there were a limited number of functional classes of HVc cells that were represented in fixed proportion at each locus. This suggests a spatially restricted grouping of cells such as the cell cluster may act as a functional unit of organization in HVc (Burd and Nottebohm 1985; Kirn and Nottebohm 1990) . The cell cluster is a common feature of dorsal ventricular ridge ( ulinski I 9 8 3 ) , and HVc clusters of >10 cells are typical (E. Fortune, personal comrnunication) . The multiple units we recorded at each site would tend to derive from one or a small number of clusters. The multiple synaptic contacts of cells in a cluster would also presumably act to increase synchrony of activity within the cluster. We have yet to compare local and global synchrony in HVc.
Dynamics of neuronal response
We have identified dynamical processes that act over two separate ranges of durations. A short time course process had similar dynamics if not similar magnitude of effect across birds. This process results in excitatory response peaks followed within -25 ms by response valleys near the onset of most syllables (and occasionally near the offsets of syllables). The response at syllable onsets and offsets is unlikely to be a simple onset or offset excitation, because the selectivity of HVc neurons for autogenous song (Margoliash 1986; Margoliash and Konishi 1985) implies integra2t2l tion over much longer periods of time. Rather, the aggregate excitation at syllable onsets and offsets presumably reflects some degree of temporal combination sensitivity' Virtually all TCS single units that have been reported in zebra finches (Margoliash and Fortune 1992) arad whitecrowned spanows (Margoliash 1983 ) respond near the onset or offsets of syllables or notes. Thus HVc temporal combination sensitivity may be expressed via a combination of a short time course mechanism to generate excitatory peaks followed by inhibition and alongertime course mechanism that is modified during song learning to integrate over sequences of syllables. Potentially, a simple decrease in threshold of excitation could explain many of the differences between the phasically responding, low spontaneous rate TCS neurons and the phasic/tonic responding, high spontaneous rate HVc neurons more commonly observed.
Several features of response to AS were interrelated and dependent on processes with long time courses. The degree of motif dependency, and which motif elicited the strongest response, was related to the relative timing of the motifs and the relaxation process. If the relaxation process after response to AS results from the features of AS, then the relaxation process is shaped by sensorimotor learning. Alternatively, the relaxation process could be specified innately or independently ofthe parameters of AS, thereby affecting the form and potentially the degree ofaccuracy ofsensorimotor learning across individuals. A comparison of the HVc response properties in birds that sing similar songs could help to resolve this issue.
Because the dynamics of the aggregate response in each bird was assessed with a different stimulus (each bird's AS), the question arises whether the differences in the dynamics (position of TMS, effect of integration time, degree of motif dependency, and shape ofrelaxation process) are all inexorably linked to the form of each bird's song. For example, do birds withthe same song necessarily share the same relaxation process? Cellular properties (e.g., time constants), local connectivity within cell clusters, instrinsic connectivity of classes of HVc neurons, distribution and properties of afferents, and potential large-scale feedback loops in the song system (Okuhata and Nottebohm 1992) can all contribute to the response dynamics of HVc cells we have ob' served. Although on the basis of the present data and previous work, we cannot distinguish which aspects of circuitry vary across animals to produce representations of AS, the separation of the response dynamics into different time regimes should facilitate this analysis. From one perspective, the response at the SMS would result from interactions between the short time course dynamics and temporal combination sensitivity to the SMS and one or more syllables preceding the SMS. The duration of the syllable sequence and strength of contribution of syllables preceding the SMS to the response at the TMS would presumably be related, in part, to the dynamics of the process observed at relaxation. Additionally, global synchrony may result from systems of coupled oscillators or burst generators driven by auditory input coming into maximum synchrony at a specific time during the song. These two viewpoints are not mutually exclusive. The study ofinteractions between auditory input with networks that produce patterned output is an important direction for future research (e.g., Lewicki and Doupe 1993) .
HVc auditory responses are shaped during sensorimotor learning (Volman 1993) . In the adult song system, auditory activity may contribute to song perception, or possibly even long-term maintenance of song (Brenowitz 1991; Margoliash 1986; Nordeen and Nordeen 1992; see Margoliash et al. 1994) . A distributed temporal representation of song would serve well as a reference, because it provides a consistent temporally structured signal for error detection. For perception of conspecific songs, temporal pattern can be an important cue (e.g., McGregor et al. 1983; Morton 1982) . For motor reference, the timing of perception relative to production is a critical cue. By having the reference encoded temporally as well as spectrally, the system could allow for the reference from which it calculates error to be encoded in its frame of reference, i.e., the temporal firing pattern of neural inputs.
